
iPhone 13 Pro with 5G for superfast downloads and  
high-quality video conferencing, lightning-fast A15 Bionic 
chip for supercharged productivity, a huge leap in battery  

life to work from everywhere and get more done.

Make light work of all your work with the most powerful 
iPhone for your business. Enjoy the latest iPhone for less –  

on the flexible network for business.

iPhone 13 Pro.
A total pro for business.



Power through your workday
iPhone 13 Pro brings new life to your business apps, 
thanks to significant processor and display upgrades.

The new A15 Bionic chip with 5-core GPU makes 
every task more fluid, with incredible graphics 
performance and battery efficiency.

While the new Super Retina XDR display with ProMotion 
features 120Hz adaptive refresh for a faster, more 
responsive feel. Plus outdoor brightness has been 
improved, so content looks even more vivid in sunlight.

Stand out from the crowd
The biggest ever upgrade to the Pro camera system allows 
you to share, present and collaborate in outstanding ways.

Three all-new cameras provide incredible low-light photos 
and videos, macro photography and ProRes video.** 

And the front 12 megapixel TrueDepth camera always 
presents you at your best in video meetings.

Connect faster in more places
Be one of the first to put extra fast 5G speeds to work. 
You’ll connect more reliably in busy locations and 
enjoy near-instant downloads of docs and video.

Safe and durable
Your banking, invoicing, client work and other 
sensitive data is extremely well protected. 

Face ID is the most secure facial authentication 
in a smartphone. Plus there’s Intelligent Tracking 
Prevention in Safari and end-to-end encryption 
in apps like Messages and FaceTime.

It’s all contained in a beautiful, durable design 
with Ceramic Shield, surgical-grade stainless steel 
and industry-leading IP68 water resistance.***

Why buy today
• Superboost your productivity

• Create outstanding presentations

• Collaborate more effectively

• Cut costs with a flexible tariff

• Connect faster with 5G
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*Battery life varies by use and configuration; see apple.com/uk/batteries for more information.

**Coming soon.

*** iPhone 13 Pro is spill, splash and dust resistant and was tested under controlled laboratory conditions with a rating of IP68 under IEC standard 60529 
(maximum depth of 6 metres up to 30 minutes). Spill, splash and dust resistance are not permanent conditions. Resistance might decrease as a result of 
normal wear. Do not attempt to charge a wet iPhone; refer to the user guide for cleaning and drying instructions. Liquid damage not covered under warranty.

1  The display has rounded corners that follow a beautiful curved design, and these corners are within a standard rectangle. When measured as a standard 
rectangular shape, the screen is 5.42 inches (iPhone 13 mini), 6.06 inches (iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Pro), 6.68 inches (iPhone 13 Pro Max) diagonally.  
Actual viewable area is less.

2  Wireless chargers sold separately.

iPhone 13 iPhone 13 mini iPhone 13 Pro iPhone 13 Pro Max

Network 5G 5G 5G 5G

Screen 6.1” 
Super Retina XDR  
all-screen OLED display1

5.4” 
Super Retina XDR  
all-screen OLED display1

6.1”
Super Retina XDR  
all-screen OLED display1 
featuring ProMotion 
technology with  
adaptive refresh  
rates of up to 120Hz

6.7”
Super Retina XDR  
all-screen OLED display1 
featuring ProMotion 
technology with  
adaptive refresh  
rates of up to 120Hz

Power 19hrs video playback 17hrs video playback 22hrs video playback 28hrs video playback

Cameras Main camera:
Dual 12MP camera 
system (Wide and  
Ultra Wide)
2x optical zoom out
Digital zoom up to 5x

Front camera:
TrueDepth 12MP

Main camera:
Dual 12MP camera 
system (Wide and  
Ultra Wide)
2x optical zoom out
Digital zoom up to 5x

Front camera:
TrueDepth 12MP

Main camera:
Pro 12MP camera system 
(Telephoto, Wide and 
Ultra Wide)
3x optical zoom in, 
2x optical zoom out; 
6x optical zoom range
Digital zoom up to 15x

Front camera:
TrueDepth 12MP

Main camera:
Pro 12MP camera system 
(Telephoto, Wide and 
Ultra Wide)
3x optical zoom in,  
2x optical zoom out; 
6x optical zoom range
Digital zoom up to 15x

Front camera:
TrueDepth 12MP

Security Face ID
Intelligent Tracking 
Prevention in Safari
End-to-end encryption in 
Messages and FaceTime

Face ID
Intelligent Tracking 
Prevention in Safari
End-to-end encryption in 
Messages and FaceTime

Face ID
Intelligent Tracking 
Prevention in Safari
End-to-end encryption in 
Messages and FaceTime

Face ID
Intelligent Tracking 
Prevention in Safari
End-to-end encryption in 
Messages and FaceTime

Storage 128GB/256GB/512GB 128GB/256GB/512GB 128GB/256GB/512GB/1TB 128GB/256GB/512GB/1TB

Wireless 
charging

15W with MagSafe 
7.5W with Qi2

15W with MagSafe 
7.5W with Qi2

15W with MagSafe 
7.5W with Qi2

15W with MagSafe 
7.5W with Qi2

Audio Spatial audio playback
Supports Dolby Atmos

Spatial audio playback
Supports Dolby Atmos

Spatial audio playback
Supports Dolby Atmos

Spatial audio playback
Supports Dolby Atmos

iPhone 13, iPhone 13 mini, 
iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max  
technical specifications

Big upgrades. Incredible new possibilities.


